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Abstract—The smart grid is a promising technology of the next-generation electrical systems which involves wireless networks. Such Long Term Evolution (LTE), which has been proposed and developed by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), is expected to be a preferable technology due to its high data rate and low delay. Due to the fact that smart grid requires real-time communications, scheduling mechanism becomes more important since it distributes the available resources to the users taking into account channel status and the Quality of Services (QoS) requirements. However, LTE has not been proposed for smart grid communications so that scheduling algorithms which implemented in LTE network must be evaluated accordingly before integrated in the smart grid communications. This paper evaluates the performance of three scheduling algorithms in the smart grid for both real-time applications and non-real time applications as well. Moreover, the performance is evaluated in terms of delay, throughput and fairness index. In addition, this paper desires to facilitate the integration scheduling process in the smart grid communications.
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I. Introduction

The smart grid is a technology which utilizes wireless networks, analog and digital information to optimize the performance of current electricity grid. Furthermore, the smart grid controls and adjusts the behavior between generation and consumption sides which results in low wastage [1]. Fig 1 show the main features added by the smart grid over the current electrical grid:

One of the enhancement keys in the smart grid is the integration of communications technology which significantly affects the smart grid performance. It’s worth mentioning that the wireless network which integrated in the smart grid should be efficient and reliable [2]. Furthermore, it should meet the real-time communications requirements. Long Term Evolution (LTE), which has been proposed by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), is expected to be a preferable technology due to its high data rate and low latency [3].

The smart grid utilizes real time communications which is controlled and handled by the Radio resource management (RRM). We focus here in this paper on the scheduling mechanism which distributes the available resources among users [4]. It’s worth mentioning that LTE is not proposed for smart grid communications and therefore scheduling algorithm performance should be deeply studied and investigated.

The contribution of the paper. This paper investigates the performance of three scheduling algorithms namely Maximum Throughput (MT) and Proportional Fairness (PF) and cooperative game theory (bankruptcy and shapely) with Technique for Order Performance by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) algorithms (BS-TOPSIS) which have shown an acceptable performance in term of throughput, delay and fairness index. Furthermore, the three algorithms are integrated in the smart grid and applied for two smart grid applications (A and B, RT and NRT respectively) which have different data rate and delay requirements. Based on the results, this study facilities the scheduling design process and addresses the weakness of the existing algorithms before integrated in the smart grid.

The rest of paper is organizes as follows. A detail explanation and analysis of the three scheduling algorithms are described in Section 2. Section 3 is dedicated to the simulation parameters. The results are presented and discussed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.
II. The Scheduling Algorithms

Proportional fairness (PF), the Maximum Throughput and cooperative game theory (bankruptcy and shapely) and Technique for Order Performance by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) (BS-TOPSIS) algorithms are explained below.

A. Proportional Fairness algorithm

PF aim at improving the throughput of the overall system regardless the user priority. Moreover, it concerns about non-real time applications (NRT) therefore it is not preferable scheduling algorithm for real time applications (RT) [5]. Its metric doesn’t have delay factor as shown in the following equation (1):

\[ M_{k,i} = \frac{r_{k,i}}{R_i} \]  

where \( R_i(t) \) is the average throughput for user k. \( r_{k,i}(t) \) is the expected throughput for user k.

B. Maximum Throughput Algorithm

Maximum Throughput algorithm (MT) assigns the available resources to the users with maximum achievable throughput. On other words, the users who have the maximum Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) value would be given the priority to be served first. The main drawback with this approach is that the unfair allocation for the users who have poor channel conditions and therefore they will be starved [6]. Equation (2) shows the MT’s metric:

\[ m_{k,i}^{MT} = d_k(t) \]  

where \( d_k(t) \) is the maximum achievable throughput.

C. Game Theory and TOPSIS Based Scheduling Algorithm

This is a two level scheduling algorithm which is combined of two concepts namely cooperative game theory (bankruptcy and shapely) and Technique for Order Performance by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS). However, BS-TOPSIS scheme shows an acceptable performance in terms of throughput, delay and fairness index for both RT and NRT. The first level, bankruptcy algorithm allocates the resources based on class and shapely algorithm distributes the resources among users as a proportion which keeps both RT and NRT applications are considered and served. Second level TOPSIS algorithm allocates the resources based on the class preferences [7].

III. Simulation Scenario

This scenario has been evaluated using LTE simulator. Moreover, the two smart applications (A and B) are RT and NRT respectively. Each application has its own data rate and delay requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Data Rate(Kbps)</th>
<th>Delay (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Results and Discussion

The overall system performance is evaluated in terms of throughput, delay and fairness index. As can be clearly seen from Fig. 1 that BS-TOPSIS shows the maximum throughput followed by MT and PF respectively. MT illustrates better throughput than that of PF because it assigns resources to the users who have the best channel conditions.

Both PF and MT algorithms show high delay compared to the other approach since they don’t concern about real time applications (RT) where they only concern about the system throughput regardless the user’s priority. Whereas BS-TOPSIS takes in account both RT and NRT applications and the user’s priority as well. Furthermore, it assigns resources to both RT and NRT applications as a proportion which results in high overall system performance as shown in Fig. 2.

BS-TOPSIS shows the best performance in terms of fairness whereas the other two algorithms show almost the same as in Fig. 3. As has been previously explained that BS-TOPSIS is very fair since it allocates available resources to both RT and NRT applications as percentage which prevents the starvation.
Conclusion

This paper has evaluated the performance of three scheduling algorithms namely Maximum Throughput (MT), Proportional Fairness (PF) and cooperative game theory with Technique for Order Performance by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) algorithm (BS-TOPSIS). The evaluation process is based on their performance in two smart grid applications (A and B, RT and NRT respectively). However, BS-TOPSIS has illustrated the best performance in terms of throughput, delay and fairness index. Whereas PF approach has showed the worst performance for the three studied parameters compared to the other two approaches. MT has maintained its performance at the middle of the other two approaches. Moreover, its performance is considered acceptable in term of throughput and fairness index for this specific scenario.
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